Ben Williams
Slaymaker Paul R - KG
25 September 2014 14:01
Schamberger Rolf M - KG
RE: Case of Whitworth

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Hi Sir

At present the labs are extremely backed up and this has not been deemed urgent so is likely to take some time to
come back (I am a FLO on another job and it took 15 weeks to get results and the body still hasn't been released).
How do you want me to play this with the family. At present They know its unexplained and likely to be suicide. The
following polnts could be tricky with regards to family.
- Dad Adam has seen part of suicide note to verify Daniels writing, he has already asked to see the full note. I believe
he suspects there is more detail of what happened and feels we are withholding information.
- Deceased partner Ricky appears to know nothing about Daniels recent movements/actions with other men, this
could be very tricky if he finds out.
Kind Regards
Paul SLAY~AK~JU. T/DC ! CID ! Barking & Dagenham Borough OCU
MetPhone L!:>?..~.-.JI Telephone 02032761047 l Email nau!.r.slaymaker@met.pnnpolice.uk I
Address J Barking and Dagenham Police, Unit 24 Muirhead Quay, Freshwharf Estate, Barking, Essex IG1l ?BG

Follow us on Twitter @MPSBarkDag

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Schamberger Rolf M - KG
25 September 2014 13:50
Slaymaker Paul R - KG
FW: case of Whitworth

Paul,
Advice from SC&01 below. Given their advice, I am minded to follow this and not release the body until toxicology
has been completed.
Regards,

Rolf SCHAMBERGER
Jigsaw & YOS

j

Acting Detective Inspector

I Barking & Dagenham Borough

j MASH/PPD,

Missing Persons, CSE, ICM,

a Met

phone i'-·DPA·-·ia External Phone 0203 276 3350
• Mo bile r-·-·-·-·-·~'oPA-"'"'"'"'-·-·-:
i!..i:li Address-·MAS-H-·offi'ce, Ground Floor, Raycraft House, 15 Linton Road, Barking IG11 BHE
r~,· Emafl Rolf.Schamberger@met. pnn. police. uk

From:

Sent:
To~

Subject:

Denley Stuart - SC01
25 September 2014 13:45
Schamberger Rolf M - KG
RE: case of Whitworth

Hi Rolf,
fn short, it is best not to release the body to the family as there are still not enough answers for all concerned to
be satisfied regarding the cause of death. My advice is await the results of the toxicology as if it turns out to be an
unlawful killing of some kind there is potential for more work to be done. Also, if it is an unlawful killing and a
suspect is identified, or if the coroner is not happy for some reason, there will be a 2nd post mortem carried out.
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